
Use Allows rapid, reliable & clean dispensing of Adblue into diesel vehicles
Adjustable flow rate 3 to 11L/min
Compatible Trolley is compatible with 60L to 205L drums
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Adblue® 240V Transfer & Metering System

OWNER’S TECHNICAL MANUAL
100200

Description
Diesel cars with Selective Catalytic Repultion system require periodic refilling with Adblue®. To meet this demand, modern servicing 
centres need equipment that’s rapid, reliable and clean. PIUSI has created the 100200 240V AdBlue® Extraction & Delivery System, 
which makes Adblue® refilling completely automatic.

The new system, designed to meet the needs of workshops, is easy to transport and allows Adblue® to be dispensed safely into vehicles’ 
tanks. The 100200 is made up of a robust trolley on which the drum of Adblue® is installed. A push of the start button  
and the electric pump refills the car.

The innovative closed filling system prevents vapour and smells from leaking out and protects the Adblue® from any external pollutant.  
The air in the car’s tank is actually transferred to the 100200 tank when the car is being refilled. 
Flexible, easy to move and use. Manufactured in Italy. 

Specifications

Features
1. ISO universal connector: The connector was developed to be compatible 
with all tanks for cars. The patented sensor eliminates the risk of leaks, 
stopping dispensing automatically. 

2. Completely Automatic: Delphin Pro is extremely easy to use as well as 
intuitive, further reducing refilling times. The digital meter lets you check the 
quantity dispensed. The entire refilling process is automatic. 


